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Abstract: Industry, academia, and the public approach cybersecurity with different needs and 
expectations. CISA first name last name explains how groups like ISACA bring clarity to the 
conversation and provide tools to infosec students.  
  
As the Education Director for the place chapter of ISACA, I work to obtain speakers for our 
local training on the topics of security management, risk management, IT governance, 
cybersecurity and IT audit, so that our members remain current in their professions. I chose this 
volunteer position in my local chapter of ISACA because I personally love to learn. The 
information technology world changes very fast, so it is critical that we offer our members 
contemporary topics and hands-on experience as often as possible.  
  
ISACA members and certification holders around the world handle or manage information 
technology from different perspectives. What their professions have in common is that the 
individuals who are successful in these jobs need to learn new and challenging concepts as a 
matter of course. 
  
According to PricewaterhouseCoopers’ 19th annual global CEO survey released earlier this year, 
72 percent of CEOs consider the availability of key skills a threat to their organization’s growth 
prospects.[i] Employers are looking for people who have technical skills and are willing to 
continue the learning process and consider it a part of the job. More often than not, certifications 
from various professional groups are in the “Requirements” section of the job descriptions.  
  
Having a certification provides a level of assurance to the organization that the individual they 
are hiring has a basic level of understanding of the topic as “certified” by an independent third 
party, such as ISACA. Maintaining the certification requires a minimum number of hours 
continuing education each year, which helps to keep the individual current with new topics in 
information technology. 
  
After finishing my business degree in undergraduate school, I was hired as an IT auditor and 
trained on the job. To speed up the course of learning needed for work, I returned to graduate 
school and earned a master’s degree in Information System Management. During this time, I 
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became an ISACA student member and found this a very valuable resource while doing research 
online for both work and school. I find myself learning something new with each assignment at 
work.  
  
This was certainly true in my latest assignment, which was to determine if the hypervisors in our 
virtual environment were properly configured and contractually compliant. Where to start 
learning what that means is always the first question. I quickly determined what standards had to 
be followed, but reading through the technical jargon of what had to be done in over 150+ 
settings and why they had to be set that way was overwhelming. Although all of the settings 
needed to be correct per the contract, I broke the quantity of effort by risk ranking and then 
learned the settings for high, medium, and low in that order. As an internal auditor, my job is not 
just to check for compliance, it is to make sure that our technology staff and management 
understand the risks inherent to the systems when controls are not properly put into place. 
Controls frequently mean more work time for technicians. But if I can “sell” the control as the 
first line of defense, with risks clearly understood, there is a greater chance that the controls will 
remain in place. 
  
To keep the pace needed for my work performance, I selected courses at school that aligned 
themselves with the upcoming general topic of my work assignments. Between ISACA offerings 
and my course work, I rapidly improved my skills in technology, data analysis, and the relevance 
to the organization’s mission.  
  
To promote the professions of IT Audit and Security Management, along with the offerings of 
ISACA, I have had the honor of presenting to local universities. Accounting professors have 
been surprised that my undergraduate work was done in business. My presentation was to help 
them to know that it was a natural fit for a business major to take on IT Audit and for their 
classes to promote this profession.  
  
Accounting and business classes provide a sound basis to understand risk and the controls 
needed to manage that risk. This is easily applied to the management of technology as well. The 
University of South Carolina and the College of Charleston have both utilized the academic 
material created by ISACA that was described as “turn-key and presentation-ready” by one of 
the accounting instructors. Our chapter of ISACA has invited interested students and the college 
instructors to attend our monthly training events for free to network and to experience hands-on 
classes and presentations. These classes allow students to evaluate their interest and ability in the 
topics of penetration testing, reverse engineering of malware, PCI, and virtualization to name a 
few. 
 
There are two conflicting views causing debate today, one which values having a large group of 
people sharing in the same capabilities and another in which a select few would have the ability 
and opportunity to be experts and make higher pay rates. According to the 19th Annual Global 



CEO Survey, “Redefining Business Success in a Changing World,” trust between business and 
the consumer needs to be re-established. “A central concern today after the years of breach 
reports, over half (55 percent) of the CEOs surveyed by PWC, are concerned about the lack of 
trust in business today as compared to the 37 percent just three years ago.”[ii] 
 
Threatened by not having employees with enough skills needed to keep up with the pace of 
cybercrime, it is critical that organizations, with the assistance of academic institutions and 
professional organizations such as ISACA, do all they can to develop and support employees in 
the contemporary skills needed to restore the faith of consumers, organizations, and the general 
public. 
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